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Talpiot, Unit 8200 and the Ascent of Cyber
Talpiot = Special Forces Engineer Training for Management of Strategic Tech Domination
3 years in Physics, Math or CompSci while field training across all IDF branches, then 6 years service in IDF

Unit 8200 = Israeli NSA and engineering force/source for Israeli cyber power worldwide
Dagan’s Mossad (HUMINT) + Zeevi-Farkash’s AMAN/8200 (SIGINT) = HUGINT (Cohen)
“Rise and Kill First: The Secret History of Israel’s Targeted Assassinations” by Ronen Bergman (pg. 597)

Talpiot/Unit 8200 power as result of long-term Israeli Technical Intelligence (LAKAM)
In an age of the ascent of CyberWarfare, should we talk about TECHINT or CYBINT?

“Crime Minister” Netanyahu: Now and Then...
“We not only do it for us, we share it with dozens of countries. We've prevented dozens of terrorist attacks, major terrorist attacks.
So, when you take security interest and intelligence - that countries have to protect themselves against terrorism, and that's pretty
much all countries - and you take the needs for technological- the innovation that is driving the world right now, both of them are
present in Israel and so everybody wants them. And that gives me the third thing, which is this massive flourishing of Israel's
diplomatic relations with just about every country in the world. Not all. We’re not big on North Korea you know, not too big on Iran, but
just about everyone else. And so, this is the triangle: it’s economic power, security power, gives you diplomatic power. That will
take a few years to transit itself into the votes of this archaic body called a General Assembly of the United Nations, or some of the
other bodies. It’ll take a while until they get the news, but it's happening all over the world. So, Israel has never been stronger
militarily, economically, diplomatically, and it’s a very deliberate policy and actually it begins with economics.” Benjamin Netanyahu
from Interview with Mark Levin on Fox News Published March 11, 2018
“I will soon declare the ‘technological scientific program to strengthen Israel’s security,’” Netanyahu told science ministers and
delegations from 25 countries at a convention in Jerusalem...“Among other things, the revolutionary program will advance Israel in
quantum technology. That field is vital for Israel’s intelligence.” from “How Quantum Physics Can Make Israel More Secure” by
Shoshanna Solomon in Times of Israel (5/30/18)

1979: Harbingers of 9/11 & GWOT, Agents & Talpiot
-

Jerusalem Conference on International Terrorism - organized by Netanyahu
Father of Israeli Intelligence Isser Harrel foretells to journalist Michael Evans:
My last question was would terrorism ever come to America. “You have the power to fight it,” he said,
“but not the will. They have the will, but not the power. All of that will change in time. Yes, I fear it
will come to New York and your tallest building, which is a symbol of your fertility.”

-

Shaul Eisenberg (Mossad/Beit Asia/Israel Corp) flies Israeli military covertly to China
Yossef Bodansky (LAKAM) arrived in USA (helps create Technology Transfer Center)
The Talpiot Program begins

INTELLIGENCE: City of London Rothschilds to AMAN/LAKAM
City of London: B’Nai B’Rith/Scottish Rite/Knights of the Golden Circle/KKK - Simon Wolf, Judah Benjamin, Albert Pike
US/UK/’Eurasia’/Palestine: Simon Wolf, Bernard Baruch, Col. Edward House, Louis Brandeis, Felix Frankfurter (Parushim)
UK: Kim Philby, Victor Rothschild, Flora Solomon (Benenson) - City of London/Rothschild/Soviet/Zionist
US: James Angleton from 1956 Egypt invasion through JFK (Dimona/NUMEC) to 1967 War & attack on the USS Liberty
ADL - from Nation of Islam and MLK through Jonathan Pollard, to Palestinian solidarity & anti-Apartheid activists
JINSA: From Richard Perle and Yossef Bodansky (Affairs?) to John Bolton and Michael Makovsky (America?)
Mr. X (committee) - Pollard, Wohlstetter, Shabtai Kalmonovich, Harold Katz to Ben Rich and Andrew Marshall (RAND/BIRD)
MEGA (group) - Rahm Emanuel, Leon Fuerth, Richard Clarke etc. to Bronfmans, Wexner, Steinhardt etc.

‘SECURITY’: Security Grows Out of a Mushroom Cloud
Samson Option 0.1: Subterfuge, rumors of war mongering & bombs (mid 1800’s to mid
1900’s)
Samson Option 1.0: Spying, false-flag assassinations & the Macro Nuclear Threat
(1950’s-1970’s)
Samson Option 2.0: Technology transfer, False-flag terrorism & Tactical Micro Nukes
(80’s- 9/11 era)
Samson Option 3.0: Mass MKUltra (ConOPS), Global Talpiot/Unit 8200 & Kill-Switch
Diplomacy (Now-Future?)

ECONOMICS: Fire up the “Firms” with a little 9/11?
“Now, there are new industries. Israel is literally, how can I say this: Israel is literally driving the world. I’m talking about
autonomous vehicles. Israel is a world leader in autonomous vehicles. Five hundred tech companies that sprang up almost
instantaneously. And one of them, MobileEye up there on the left, was just sold to Intel for the paltry sum of 15 billion dollars.
But the interesting thing is that Intel said to them, “Here are the keys to our 30 worldwide autonomous vehicle businesses. You
run it.” Israeli technology is driving the world!
And one last industry – there are many more – but one more that you’re all familiar with. You have bank accounts? You should,
okay? Well, you don’t want anyone hacking into them, right? Or into your cars, or into the planes you ride? You need
cybersecurity. Everybody needs cyber. Israel has become a world leader in cybersecurity… So, what percentage do we get of the
world global investment in cybersecurity, in private investment in cybersecurity? We’re one-tenth of one percent of the world’s
population, and we get a whopping 20% of global, private investment in cyber. We’re punching 200 times above our weight. Not
two times, not ten times, not a hundred times – 200 times above our weight. That’s very strong.” --Netanyahu, AIPAC 2018--

The Shock Doctrine, 9/11, GWOT & the Israeli Cyber Mall
“Losing the Peace Incentive: Israel as Warning” in The Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism by Naomi Klein (pgs. 535-559)
“Wiretappers” & “Technotyranny” in The Shadow Factory: The Ultra-Secret NSA from 9/11 to the Eavesdropping on America” by James
Bamford (pgs. 234-261)
“Is MITRE the Trojan Horse of 9/11?”, “Did Mossad Deceive the U.S. Military on 9/11?” & “The Israeli Connection to 9/11” from Solving
9/11: The Original Articles by Christopher Bollyn (pgs. 118-125)
Companies: Verint, Narus, NICE, Checkpoint, AMDOCS, Guardium, FST, Zend Technologies, RAD Group, Tower Jazz Semiconductors,
MobilEye, M-Systems & cutout aspects of P-Tech & MITRE
Products: USB memory sticks, PHP, Firewalls, Intel ARC processor, Quantum optics, STUXNET, self-driving cars, In Motion Identity
Management (biometrics), VOIP, etc.
Institutions: The Technion, Hebrew University, Weizmann Institute, Bar Ilan University

DIPLOMACY (Kill-Switch): Civilian Carrot, Cyber Stick
“Now here’s how the dots connect. Because we have this tremendous capacity for security and intelligence, and because we have
this tremendous capacity for civilian technology, for making the lives of people richer, safer, more productive, many countries are
coming to Israel because they want to share with us these benefits. And that creates the third great change, which is a flourishing
of Israel’s diplomatic relations around the world. You know, when I joined the Foreign Service 105 years ago, as the DCM to this
city, Washington, the number two in our embassy, I think we had about 80 or 90 countries with whom we had diplomatic
relations. Now the number is 160, and there are very few countries left…
We went to Argentina, to Colombia, to Mexico. And they say come back, come back. We want more. That is changing. All these
countries are coming to us: India, China, Mongolia, Kazakhstan, all of them, Azerbaijan, Muslim countries. First time I visited
Australia – tremendous. Far away though. So we’re coloring the world blue. And you know what? The numbers… You remember
people talked about Israel’s isolation? Pretty soon, the countries that don’t have relations with us, they’re going to be isolated.

There are those who talk about boycotting Israel? We’ll boycott them.”

Benjamin Netanyahu, AIPAC 2018

What do we do about the “biggest security breach in history”?
1) Vigorously Practice, Preserve, Protect and Defend Our First
Amendment-protected Rights
2) Make Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions an issue of Global
National Security and Economics
3) Push hard for 9/11 truth, justice, peace, freedom and dignity
4) Permaculturalize the Pentagon: Eco-Army Corps of Engineers
version of Talpiot (admittedly Utopian)

“Speak Truth Diplomacy”
“Those who won our independence believed that the final end of the State was to make men free to develop their faculties, and that,
in its government, the deliberative forces should prevail over the arbitrary. They valued liberty both as an end, and as a means. They
believed liberty to be the secret of happiness, and courage to be the secret of liberty. They believed that freedom to think as you will
and to speak as you think are means indispensable to the discovery and spread of political truth; that, without free speech and
assembly, discussion would be futile; that, with them, discussion affords ordinarily adequate protection against the dissemination of
noxious doctrine; that the greatest menace to freedom is an inert people; that public discussion is a political duty, and that this should
be a fundamental principle of the American government. They recognized the risks to which all human institutions are subject. But
they knew that order cannot be secured merely through fear of punishment for its infraction; that it is hazardous to discourage
thought, hope and imagination; that fear breeds repression; that repression breeds hate; that hate menaces stable government; that
the path of safety lies in the opportunity to discuss freely supposed grievances and proposed remedies, and that the fitting remedy
for evil counsels is good ones. Believing in the power of reason as applied through public discussion, they eschewed silence coerced
by law -- the argument of force in its worst form. Recognizing the occasional tyrannies of governing majorities, they amended the
Constitution so that free speech and assembly should be guaranteed.” - Justice Louis Brandeis Concurrence in Whitney v.
California (1927) -

Resources
Brendon O’Connell’s website: isolatebutpreserve.blogspot.com
Joseph Davis’s websites: https://jdavismemphis.com/israel/ and https://talpiottalk.com/ (Talpiot Talk)
The AnteDote (Greg McCarron & Jeremy Rothe-Kushel): “The AnteDote” on YouTube/BitChute /SoundCloud
http://noliesradio.org/archives/category/archived-shows/antedote
Jason Gewirtz’s book: Israel’s EDGE: The Story of the IDF’s Most Elite Unit - Talpiot
Christopher Bollyn’s books: Solving 9/11: The Deception That Changed The World & Solving 9/11: The Original Articles
Jefferson Morley’s book: The Ghost: The Secret Life of CIA Spymaster James Jesus Angleton
Yaakov Katz & Amir Bohbot: The Weapons Wizards: How Israel Became a High-Tech Military Superpower

